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with the liquid jade primo, acer jacks up the price on what was already an expensive device. it sports
the same 20-megapixel camera and a higher-res display and the windows 10 platform that weve

been accustomed to, but it costs an eye-watering $629. if you want a windows phone, the microsoft
lumia 950 xl is a lot easier to budget for. i would happily pay $100 more for the same phone, but this

particular acer simply comes across as too greedy for my tastes. its arguably a niche phone, but a
niche that definitely doesnt need to be so steeply priced. it seems like a reasonable option for those

with less space and expense. but it isnt for anyone else. although the display is great, the lack of
wireless charging, the camera hardware and the poor battery life are hindrances for anyone looking
at the liquid jade primo as a phone they can enjoy. additionally, once a phone is discontinued, it?s
hard to find what you need to upgrade to the next version. with the phones limited availability, you

can?t find a replacement that costs less money. we couldnt find a store that had the phone available
as of this writing, although it was at the mobile world congress event. for example, if i were to get a
lumia 950 xl, i would have no plan other than to do over the air updates as well. an unlocked acer

liquid jade primo would have me downloading monthly updates, making sure that all the drivers are
the latest versions, and dealing with bugs that may emerge. some of the criticism about the liquid
jade primos specs is fair, and if you need more power, we wouldn?t recommend it, but there are

alternatives out there.
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then there's acer's app shop, which includes extra weather and news apps, plus a few games and
utilities (including a calculator and pedometer). while a lot of the apps on offer are mediocre at best,
the games are cheap and some are good, and if you're into games you could do worse than acer's.

the one app the phone's windows store doesn't include is the bbc news app (acer says it has plans to
add it), which is very disappointing. this is also one of the few places where you'll find the well-

known installer icons of glympse and a qr code scanner app. i've just come out of the hotel and have
no idea what the qr code on the mezzanine was for. it’s a shame, then, that the primo is a bit lacking

in other areas. for starters, the phone has no fingerprint scanner. your fingerprint data is stored
locally in the phone, as it is on all windows phones, so i doubt that acer’s implementation will be all
that different. instead, users will be required to enter a pin or pin code to unlock the device. dunk it
into rice. yup, it's that easy. slicing up some butter onto it is also a tasty idea. otherwise, i found the

primo to be fairly sturdy as far as phone construction goes. this could be a problem for those who
value the security of a watertight phone, but even the thickest of the lot here won't offer any serious
worry in the event of a fall. the back cover is somewhat prone to slipping out of its pocket. this could
be a problem if you’re shooting sports. the notch is less pronounced on the sides and the screens are
smaller than i would expect for such a large phone, so i'm not really sure what to make of these. the
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sides of the phones display sim card slots and microusb charging port, and the volume rocker and
power button are placed on the right-hand side to match the standard layout of a modern windows
10 device. both of these physical buttons feel very firm and responsive, though, so you should have

no problems using the phone. 5ec8ef588b
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